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We use cookies to optimize this website and continually update it according to your needs.
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strictly necessary							

strictly necessary

Sempre activado

These cookies are always used, regardless of your consent, as they are strictly necessary for the regular functioning of the website. The necessary cookies aim to ensure operability, optimization and security issues and are, as a rule, persistent cookies.





Functional							

Functional


This type of cookies saves user preference settings, such as language, so that you do not have to configure them every time you browse the site; identify the user through a unique identification number (ID), associated with the login time, allowing him to browse the website or other Internet pages open in the browser without having to constantly login. By their nature, these cookies may be temporary, although they tend to be persistent.





analytics							

analytics


These are cookies that allow you to quantify the number of users of a website and analyze their behavior, in order to define strategies to improve the service provided. As a rule, these are third-party cookies.





Marketing / Advertising							

Marketing / Advertising


This type of cookies aims to collect information about the use made of the site (eg, clicks made and most viewed ads), allowing the identification of user preferences so that the advertising addressed to them meets their interests. These are mostly persistent cookies.
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